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Supernova and L’Chandelier, two lighting pieces of transcendent beauty and imaginative audacity in
conception, found place in the exclusive collection of Boca do Lobo – Limited Edition.
The creation of the two brand new chandeliers extend the lighting family of the brand, while explores
new materials and techniques of design.
The art of Boca do Lobo’s chandeliers is a proof of an alongside walk of craftsmanship and contemporary
design concepts. Through its exclusive design, Boca do Lobo brings once again the best technical
Portuguese technique and quality with the only purpose to light up spaces with expertly crafted
chandeliers.

Supernova | Chandelier

Supernova Chandelier was born from the cataclysmic explosion of a massive star. The instant of a bright
star burst that was suspended into a fascinating lighting design. Supernovas can briefly outshine entire
galaxies and radiate more energy than our sun will in its entire lifetime. The suspended brass particles of
Supernova Chandelier will offer you a timeless, brightest and magnificent setting.
Through meticulous foundry work, choosing some of the finest materials as gold plated brass, casted
brass the passionate craftsman of Boca do Lobo build a resilient yet elegant lighting piece.
Request HD Images

L’Chandelier | Chandelier

L’Chandelier is a dreamy, elegant and luxurious lightning piece, incomparable and impressive as the
romantic Champs-Élysées avenue, frequently described "la plus belle avenue du monde" ("the world's
most beautiful avenue"). This luxurious symbol of Paris transformed into this beautiful hand crafted,
polished brass Chandelier. L’Chandelier’s marvelous dancing shape was realized through the antique
technique (Repoussé) used widely with gold and silver for fine detailed work, during 3rd century BC.
L’Chandelier offers a fine balance of warm sophistication and metal edginess. Infinitely beautiful.
Classical. Exquisite.
Request HD Images

You can download high resolution images in our website’s press area.
Hope to hear from you soon!

ABOUT US
Boca do Lobo emotional pieces are handmade in Portugal by talented artisans who use their wisdom
from years of experience to combine traditional manufacturing techniques with the latest technological
methods to shape the finest materials into furniture which gives rise to timeless luxurious cosmopolitan
environments.
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